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Criminal Appeal- Manslaughter-Whether verdict is unsafe or unsatisfactory; Whether the 

sentence is harsh and excessive 

The appellant, Marvin Edgecombe, of Acklins Island, Bahamas was charged with the stabbing 

death of David Hanna which occurred on 3 June, 2017. The trial commenced on the 16 August, 

2021, before the Honourable Supreme Court Justice, Madam Justice Cheryl Grant-Thompson. On 

15 September, 2021, the appellant was convicted of manslaughter by a jury and on 7 December 

2021, the appellant was sentenced to 25 years imprisonment with the sentence being reduced by 5 

years for time spent on remand for a total sentence of 20 years. He filed his Amended Notice of 

Appeal on 6 September 2022 challenging, inter alia, his conviction and sentence. 

 

Held: Appeal is dismissed. The conviction for manslaughter and sentence imposed by the    

Judge is affirmed. 
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The case against the appellant suggested that he suffered an insult which caused him to arm himself 

and pursue the offending party, whom he attacked and stabbed multiple times. At his sentencing, 

the appellant expressed remorse for the loss of his friend’s life, but as noted by the Judge, that 

remorse did not extend to sparing David’s family from having to re-live the trauma of his death.  

The appellant presented a full throated defence in the face of overwhelming evidence that could 

well have produced a verdict of guilty of murder. Nevertheless, the appellant was found guilty of 

manslaughter by the jury and thus must be sentenced for that offence.  

After an anxious consideration of the material put before us, including not only the transcript of 

the trial and the summing-up, but also the submissions put to the court on behalf of the appellant, 

we think that the verdict was safe and satisfactory. I have found the Judge’s sentencing remarks 

fulsome and save for a brief reference to Larry Raymond Jones (Supra) is unexceptional in its 

clarity of reasoning. I am not minded to interfere with the sentence imposed by the Judge. I am 

satisfied that the sentence she imposed cannot be regarded as unduly harsh in the circumstances of 

this case. The sentence does not fall outside of that generous ambit within which disagreement 

may arise as to the appropriate sentence for manslaughter. 

 

Ashley Hield v Regina SCCrApp. No. 172 of 2019 mentioned 

Bethel v R SCCrApp. No. 19 of 2013 considered 

Claude Lawson Gray SCCrApp No 115 of 2018 considered 

Dookee v DPP [2010] SCJ 71 considered 

Emmanuel Rolle v Director of Public Prosecutions SCCrApp. No. 195 of 2018 considered 

Jason Glinton v Regina SCCrApp & CAIS No. 129 of 2017 considered 

Jeremy Kemp v Regina SCCivApp No. 201 of 2012 considered 

Lorenzo Pritchard v Regina SCCrApp. No. 130 of 2020  considered 

Mills and Gomes v R (1963) 6 WIR 418 considered 

Rashid Dean v Regina SCCrApp. No. 43 of 2014 considered 

Ronald Simmons and Robert Greene v The Queen [2006] UKPC 19 considered 

R v Ball 35 Cr. App. Rep 154 considered 

R v Wilbourne Walters (1971) 17 WIR 90 considered 
R v Windell Green (1975) 23 WIR 353 mentioned 

R v Spencer [1987] 1 AC 128 mentioned 

Samaroo and Ezaz v R [1953] LRBG 149 considered 

R v Samad (1970) 15 WIR 35 considered 

Shazam Ibrahim and Surendranauth Chattergoon (1999) 58 WIR 258 considered 

Sooriamurthy Darmalingum v The State [2000] 5 LRC 522 considered 

Terrell Mingo Stubbs v R Criminal Appeal No. 31 of 1997 considered 

The Attorney General v Larry Raymond Jones SCCrApp. Nos. 12, 18 and 19 of 2017 considered 

Von Starck v R [2004] 4 LRC 232 considered 

Whitehorn v R [1985] LRC (Crim) 249 considered 
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JUDGMENT 
 

 

Judgment delivered by the Honourable Mr. Justice Jon Isaacs, JA 

 

1. The appellant appeals against his conviction and sentence in a jury trial before Madam 

Justice Cheryl Grant-Thompson (“the Judge”). He was convicted on 12 November 2021; 

and sentenced to twenty years’ imprisonment on 7 December 2021. 

 

2. The grounds of his appeal appear in his Amended Notice of Appeal filed on 6 September 

2022, as follows: 

“1. The Learned Trial Judge erred in law when she wrongly 

admitted in evidence the alleged confession of the Appellant. 

2. The Learned Trial Judge erred in allowing the Jury to assume 

the role of an advocate in questioning the witnesses. 

3. The Learned Trial Judge erred in law when she directed the 

Jury on the law relating to Manslaughter thereby depriving the 

Appellant of a total acquittal. 

4. The Learned Trial Judge erred in law when she failed to 

adequately direct the Jury on the law relating to circumstantial 

evidence. 

5. The Learned Trial Judge erred in law when she failed to 

adequately direct the Jury on how to treat 

inconsistencies/discrepancies in the evidence given by the 

witnesses. 

6. The Learned Trial Judge erred in law when she failed to put 

the case adequately and fairly for the Appellant. 

7. The Learned Judge failed to highlight to the Jury the 

condition of the deceased when he left the clinic. 

8. The Learned Trial Judge erred in law when she over 

emphasized the pathologist findings to the Jury. 

9. The verdict is unreasonable and cannot be supported having 

regard to the evidence. 
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10. The verdict is unsafe and unsatisfactory having regard to the 

circumstances of the case. 

11. The sentence is manifestly harsh and excessive.” 

Background 

3. On 3 June 2017, around 7:30 pm, Arlington Sherman, a visitor to the island of Acklins, 

was at the Bayside Bar aka Beach Bar (“the Bar”). Present were his girlfriend, Rosie who 

ran the Bar, and two customers: the appellant and one BJ. The appellant was sitting at a 

table. At some point in time, David Hanna (“David”) came in the Bar and stood beside 

Sherman. David had come to negotiate the price of some fish. As they spoke, the appellant 

left where he had been sitting and approached them and said to David, “Leave these people 

alone”. David may have told the appellant to leave him alone, he is negotiating a price for 

fish. The appellant slapped David in the chest and returned to his seat. 

 

4. David continued talking and the appellant came back and slapped David in his face. He 

went back and David took a large bottle of “Gordon’s Gin” from the counter and hit the 

appellant over the head with the bottle. Sherman told David to leave and he did, heading 

in a northern direction. 

 

5. The appellant stepped outside and Sherman went with him to assist in removing the shards 

of glass from his head. Sherman told the appellant that he should go to the clinic; but the 

appellant said that he was not bothering with that. The appellant jumped into his car and 

headed north also.  

 

6. Later that night, on 3 June 2017, at Mason’s Bay, Acklins, Mrs. Pamela Jackson-Taylor 

(“Mrs. Taylor”) was at home with her husband when around 8:00 p.m. David came to her 

cook shop and asked her to make a hamburger for him. She then heard shouting outside 

saying “Y’all better let David out of this house. Let David out this house.” She looked 

outside her kitchen window and saw the appellant who she recognized as a person she 

knew for some twelve years and had seen on a daily basis during that time. He was a friend 

of her husband and herself. He was on her porch about four to five feet away from her. 

There was a light that stayed on all night located between the brown and white door. He 

was back and forth and at one point had a whale bone in his hand. He appeared to be angry. 

 

7. Mrs. Taylor tried to go outside intent on attempting to calm the appellant down but as she 

did so, the appellant tried to force his way in. Mrs. Taylor blocked his path and was able to 

lock the kitchen door. While she was on the outside the appellant had shown her his hand 

and said, “Look what David did to me”. She also noticed that the appellant was bleeding 

from his head; and the appellant told her that David had “burst” him in his head.  After she 

got back inside the appellant was still outside shouting. Her husband told her to call the 

police. She did. The appellant got into his Nissan Note and drove away from the Taylor 

residence. 
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8. Mr. Taylor went outside to check if the appellant had left; and returned inside the house 

and got David; and took David to his Jeep. About eight to ten minutes later Mrs. Taylor 

looked through her kitchen window and saw David on the ground in front of her residence 

not very close to his Jeep. She went outside and observed that David had a wound on his 

right hand that was bleeding. 

 

9. About fifteen minutes later the police, in the person of Sergeant Trevor Burrows, arrived 

and upon seeing injuries to David who was laying on the ground, asked David how he 

received his injuries. David responded according to Mrs. Taylor, “Marvin jook me”. 

However, Sergeant Burrows said that David replied, “Burrows, you see me? Marvin do 

this to me”. Right after David spoke the appellant came on the Taylors’ premises and said 

to Sergeant Burrows, “yes, I do that, but this what he do to me”. Sergeant Burrows 

cautioned the appellant and asked him to leave the premises so that he, Sergeant Burrows, 

could deal with David because his injuries appeared to be serious. David was taken to the 

Spring Point clinic. 

 

10. At the clinic, David was treated by Dr. Keith Rivers and Nurse Walkine. Dr. Rivers recalled 

that David had dirt and sand all over his body, there was very minimal bleeding and he 

smelled of alcohol. After the nurse had cleaned David, Dr. Rivers sutured David’s wounds 

and he was no longer bleeding. David was given fluids and appeared stable to Dr. Rivers.  

 

11. The appellant came to the clinic later to seek medical assistance for his injuries. Sergeant 

Burrows arrested and cautioned the appellant in reference to causing harm. He asked the 

appellant how he got his injuries and the appellant said that “he was at the Bayside Bar 

located Old Rock, Acklins when he was hit over the head with a 40oz bottle by David 

Hanna”. Dr. Rivers and Nurse Walkine, cleaned and dressed the appellant’s wounds. After 

both men had been treated by the doctor and the nurse, they were allowed to leave. 

 

12. The next morning as she was getting ready to attend a funeral, Mrs. Taylor received some 

information as a result of which she walked across on the bay and from the shoreline, 

observed a brown handle knife with a silver blade in the water. She notified a police officer. 

 

13. On 4 June 2017, Marvin Campbell, a cousin of David, and who lived in the same yard that 

David did, found David at his yard leaning against an abandoned boat. David appeared 

lifeless but to confirm this, Marvin requested the assistance of a nurse who lived nearby. 

The nurse checked David and told Marvin to call the police. He did.   

 

14. David’s brother, Felix Bain identified David’s body at the Morgue in the presence of a 

doctor and a police on 6 June 2017. Dr. Caryn Sands, a pathologist at the Princess Margaret 

Hospital, performed an autopsy on the body of David. She found three wounds, two stab 

wounds to the back and one to the left arm. One of the wounds to the back had been sutured 

and the wound to the arm was sutured. She removed the sutures to the left arm and her 
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examination revealed a wound approximately four inches deep that had injured the skin, 

the left brachial artery and vein. Dr. Sands found that there was internal bleeding inside the 

wound along the wound track. She opined that David died of stab wounds to the left arm 

and the back. 

 

15. The appellant was charged with David’s murder; but at his trial, the jury found him guilty 

of the lesser charge of manslaughter. The Judge sentenced him to twenty years. 

The Grounds 

Ground 1 - The Learned Trial Judge erred in law when she wrongly admitted in evidence 

the alleged confession of the Appellant 

16. Mr. Ducille submitted on behalf of the appellant that the Judge erred when she permitted 

the appellant’s alleged confession to be led into evidence because the police had failed to 

stop their questioning of the appellant after he had indicated that he wished to have a lawyer 

present for his interview. Mr. Ducille posited that once the appellant evinced a desire for a 

lawyer to be present, it was the duty of the police to cease questioning him until he could 

obtain legal representation. He relied on the Privy Council’s decision in Ronald Simmons 

and Robert Greene v The Queen [2006] UKPC 19 where their Lordships had said at 

paragraph 25: 

“[25] The Board, however, takes a different view with regard 

to the issue arising under s 178(1), the fairness of admitting the 

confession into evidence. There was in Simmons's case the 

clearest possible breach of his constitutional right under article 

19(2). It was not merely that Inspector Ferguson had failed to 

inform him of his right to communicate with a legal adviser—a 

right implicit in the right to retain, instruct and communicate 

with such an adviser (see Attorney-General of Trinidad and 

Tobago v Whiteman [1991] 2 AC 240, 247-8, —but, much more 

important, that Inspector Ferguson positively and repeatedly 

denied Simmons that right, continuing with an interview which 

he himself finally had to admit should have been stopped. Their 

Lordships respectfully question the judge's conclusion that 

Simmons would still have confessed even if he had been 

permitted to communicate with his attorney and that there was 

therefore “no causal link between the conduct of the police and 

his decision to make the confession”. One simply cannot know 

whether or not Simmons would have been advised by his 

attorney to confess, and still less the precise terms in which any 

confession statement would have been made.” 
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17. Mr. Ducille contended that the police’s persistence in continuing the interview despite the 

appellant desire for a lawyer to be present, ought to have compelled the Judge to conclude 

that the confession ought not to be made a part of the evidence in the trial. 

 

18. Ms. Linda Evans, on behalf of the respondent, submitted that the Judge rightly admitted 

the confession into evidence after she overruled Mr. Ducille’s objection to its admission. 

Ms. Evans’ position was that the right to have a lawyer present at the time of the interview 

is a “lesser right in the Constitution of The Bahamas”; and in any event, the appellant 

consented to the interview continuing despite his earlier request to have a lawyer present. 

 

 

19. Notwithstanding that their Lordships held that the right to have an attorney present during 

an interview was a lesser right in our Constitution, what is important to bear in mind is that 

it is included among the fundamental rights accorded to each person in The Bahamas and 

as such, the framers of the Constitution are taken to have recognized that the right to have 

an attorney present when a person is being questioned by the police is necessary in a 

democratic state. As was observed by Lord Steyn in  Sooriamurthy Darmalingum v The 

State [2000] 5 LRC 522 at 528, while discussing section 10(1) of the Constitution of 

Mauritius – a provision in almost identical terms to Article 20(1) of our Constitution: 

“It is a matter of fundamental importance that the rights 

contained in section 10(1) were considered important enough by 

the people of Mauritius, through their representatives, to be 

enshrined in their constitution. The stamp of constitutionality is 

an indication of the higher normative force which is attached to 

the relevant rights (see Mohammed v State [1999] 1 LRC 618 at 

629).” [Emphasis added] 

20. So, while in relation to other fundamental rights the right to have Counsel present when 

being interviewed by the police may be a “lesser right”, it still bears the stamp of a “higher 

normative force” that, in my view, requires the police to pay due regard to it. Had that been 

the end of the matter, it is unlikely that the confession could have been ruled to be 

admissible. 

 

21. However, there was the matter of the consent given by the appellant for the police to 

proceed with the interview without a lawyer present. At page 262 of the transcript, a portion 

of the record of interview conducted by the police with the appellant - as read by the 

Prosecutor – is as follows: 

“Do you wish for an attorney to be present during this 

interview? 

I would like to but cheaper we do what we gat to do. Just do it 

without an attorney because ain’ no attorney here.” 
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22. Although the appellant’s reply bears a resemblance to resignation to the reality that no 

lawyer was there, it is clear that he informed the officer to continue the interview 

nonetheless. That being the only objection to the admissibility to the confession, I am 

satisfied that the Judge did not err in law when she admitted the confession into evidence. 

 

23. Thus, I find no merit in this ground. 

Ground 2 - The Learned Trial Judge erred in allowing the Jury to assume the role of an 

advocate in questioning the witnesses 

24. The appellant complains that the Judge allowed the jury to assume the role of an advocate 

because she allowed the jury to ask questions of witnesses. This may be akin to a trial judge 

entering the arena, as it is sometimes described. 

 

25. Mr. Ducille drew our attention to pages 105 line 13-22, 154 line 22, 157 line 7, 190 line 

28, 193, 238 line 30 and 240 line 8 as examples of the jury’s interventions. He also cited 

the case of Terrell Mingo Stubbs v R Criminal Appeal No. 31 of 1997. In Stubbs, the 

appellant had alleged that the jury in their questioning of the appellant had crossed the line 

between judge and advocate. The questioning of the defendant by the jurors ran for some 

three pages of transcript and clearly amounted to cross-examination of the defendant. This, 

it was argued, rendered the trial unsafe and unsatisfactory. 

 

26. At pages 104-6 of the transcript both the Prosecution and the Defence having completed 

their questioning of Mrs. Taylor, the jurors wished to ask her questions. It is apparent that 

those questions, or at least one of them, were shown to both Counsel: 

“THE COURT: Any objection to the question that the jurors 

wish to ask? 

MS. PINDER-MOSS: My Lady, I believe that might elicit 

hearsay, but I'm guided by the Court. 

THE COURT: Any objection to the question that the jurors wish 

to ask, Mr. Ducille. 

MR. DUCILLE: No, my Lady. 

THE COURT: The jurors would wish to know, Ms. Taylor, 

whether you can explain why you were at the water's edge when 

you saw the knife. 

THE WITNESS: I gathered some information and I went across 

there to see if what I gathered was so. So I went across there and 

there we discovered a knife. 

THE COURT: Any additional questions, Mr. Foreman? 

THE WITNESS: My Lady, can I drink some water. 
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THE COURT: Yes, permission granted. The jurors would wish 

to know if David was already wounded when he came to the 

kitchen. 

THE WITNESS: No, ma'am.  

THE COURT: The jurors would wish to know if you observed 

David's disposition. So how did David appear to you whilst 

Marvin was showing his wound and while Marvin was yelling? 

THE WITNESS: David was very quiet on the inside. He sat in 

the kitchen area and wasn't saying much, wasn't doing anything. 

He was just sitting there. 

THE COURT: Does that complete your questions, Mr. 

Foreman? 

THE FOREMAN: Yes, my Lady. 

THE COURT: Can you show this to both counsel. 

MR. DUCILLE: That is hearsay. 

THE COURT: Any objections, Mr. Ducille? 

MR. DUCILLE: That would be hearsay. 

THE COURT: Thank you. Ms. Pinder-Moss. 

MS. PINDER-MOSS: I agree, my Lady. 

THE COURT: Mr. Foreman and ladies and gentlemen of the 

jury, I won't allow the last question because it is objectionable in 

law. It will require me to elicit from this witness things that she 

does not have in her own information but something which 

somebody else told her, which is inadmissible unless it falls within 

one of the admissible exceptions and it does not, so I won't ask 

it.” 

27. At page 154 of the transcript the following appears during the evidence being given by 

Inspector Burrows: 

“THE COURT: Inspector, the jurors have some questions. I'm going to try to read to 

the best of my ability with the handwriting. The first is, "In what way did Marvin 

Edgecombe—did you indicate that Marvin Edgecombe appeared to be drunk? 

THE WITNESS: No, I did not. 

THE COURT: So that question that you have, Mr. Foreman, is not appropriate 

because the witness never said that” 

28. The jurors had more questions for the Inspector but all were posed through the Judge. 
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29. At page 193 of the transcript the following appears during Dr. Silver’s testimony: 

“THE COURT: The jurors would wish to know after death did 

Mr. Hanna have any additional injuries from the night before? 

So when you saw him on the second occasion, did he have any 

additional injuries?”   And 

“THE COURT: The jurors would wish to know if you’d ever 

treated David Hanna for any other reason?” 

30. The respondent argued that there was no error on the part of the Judge when she allowed 

questions to be posed to witnesses by the jury; and in any event, Mr. Ducille did not raise 

any objection to the Judge adopting this course. I note that the questions posed by the jury 

were sometimes probing but in the final analysis, I do not find their questioning of the 

witnesses so intrusive as to warrant a finding that they have assumed the mantle of an 

advocate. 

 

31. Having examined questions posed by the jury, for example at pages 105, 154-7, 190, and 

238-9, I am satisfied that for the most part, the jury’s questions related to issues they were 

going to be called upon to decide. An example of this is found at page 239-40 of the 

transcript while the pathologist, Dr. Caryn Sands was on the witness stand: 

“THE COURT: In relation to that last question I think you may 

have been asked this already by Mr. Ducille. 

Was any relevance to if alcohol was present? Did that have any 

relevance to your pathological findings? 

THE WITNESS: No. 

THE COURT: The jurors would wish to know if he had died 

quickly or sooner from complications of his heart or liver, would 

there have been as much blood in the soft tissue of his arm? 

THE WITNESS: So as I mentioned, in order to bleed you need 

to be alive. There has to be a blood pressure and a heartbeat so 

it's a good question in the sense that had his heart stopped prior 

to him bleeding out, I would have had less blood. He would have 

stopped bleeding. 

THE COURT: They asked that you made a finding of a fatty 

liver and an enlarged heart, what do you say is the cause of 

death? 

THE WITNESS: So his cause of death was the stab wounds to 

the left arm and back as stated. The findings related to the rest 

of his body were an enlarged heart and fatty liver. So the cause 

of death is the stab wounds. The other abnormal findings were 
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his heart and his liver; the fatty liver. So the cause of death 

remains the stab wounds. The significant other findings because 

they are abnormal are his heart and his liver, as I mentioned, 

but they did not cause the stab wounds. 

I don't know if I answered that correctly.” 

32. Significantly, Mr. Ducille who had previously attempted to enlarge on the expertise of Dr. 

Rivers to provide information beyond the doctor’s limited experience by exploring with 

Dr. Rivers the medical conditions of cardiomegaly, cirrhosis of the liver and fatty liver; 

and what may have caused a fatty liver, which appears to have been a precursor to a 

suggestion that David somehow died of one or more of these conditions, had no questions 

of the pathologist after her response to the jury’s question. 

 

33. While I am mentioning Dr. Rivers, it was a question posed by the jurors that elicited the 

response from the doctor that a part of his treatment of David involved suturing David’s 

wounds (page 191-2 of the transcript), a fact not mentioned in examination in chief or in 

cross-examination, but appears to be connected to the observation of Dr. Sands that the 

wounds to the back and left arm of David had been sutured. 

 

34. There is no blanket prohibition against the jury asking questions of witnesses although 

Carey, JA in Terrell Mingo Stubbs v Regina Criminal Appeal No. 31 of 1997, sounded 

the following caution at page 5 of the judgment: 

“We desire to issue a reminder that in the adversarial system 

which operates in common law jurisdictions, it is the advocates 

who must in the discharge of their functions adduce all relevant 

evidence to enable the tribunal of fact to adjudicate. Where 

evidence is unclear or equivocal then, in the interests of clarity, 

it is entirely proper for questions to be put in that behalf by the 

judge or by the jurors. It is thus to that limited extent that the 

jury have the power to ask questions. Even where a jury might 

wish to ask questions to enable them to form a reliable opinion, 

that is not allowable if the evidence is inadmissible. This can be 

illustrated by R v. Lillyman [1896] 2 Q.B. 167 at p. 177” 

Carey, JA continued at page 7: 

“We would not have thought it necessary to have to point out 

that jurors are judges and as such their approach to all the 

evidence should be one of clinical objectivity. It is now perhaps 

too late for this court to lay down a rule forbidding this practice 

of inviting questions by the jury, but we do think that if it is 

necessary to invite questions, that those questions should always 

be put through the trial judge. This procedure would allow the 
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questions to be submitted to a filtration process that should 

preclude questions which are improper, repetitive or which 

suggest that the witness or the accused is not to be believed. We 

commend this course as the practice which should be followed 

hereafter.” 

 

35. At the outset of the trial the Judge advised the jury as follows: 

“You will be provided by the clerk of the court a note pad and a 

pencil. And on that note pad it is intended that you will write 

down any questions you may have for any particular witnesses. 

The lawyers are the persons who ask questions in the court, but 

you may have something that is troubling you that has not been 

asked by either of the attorneys. If so then you would write it on 

your piece of paper, you pass that piece of paper down the line 

to your foreman and in your case you would just indicate to the 

clerk of the court and he will bring it to my attention. If it is not 

offensive in law then I will ask that question of the witness. It is 

better that I ask the question and resolve the issue rather than 

it being a cause for concern when you come at a later stage to 

take your deliberations. It is also expected that may be you want 

to note something in particular that you want to discuss with 

your fellow jurors at a later stage. And so you can use your note 

pads as well for that purpose.” (lines 10 to 28 of page 9 of the 

transcript) [Emphasis added] 

36. In Jason Glinton v Regina SCCrApp & CAIS No. 129 of 2017, Mr. Ducille had advanced 

a ground that the “Learned Trial Judge erred in law when invited and allowed the Jury to 

ask questions as if they were advocates”. The Court said:  

“47. This ground may be given short shrift as there is no 

substance to the complaint that the Judge allowed the members 

of the jury untrammeled liberty to question witnesses. The 

Judge stayed within the permissible bounds for questions to be 

asked by the jury as that was done merely for the purpose of 

providing clarification. Bearing in mind that the jury are the 

triers of fact, it is imperative that all of the evidence led before 

them is comprehensible by them. Thus, so long as the answers 

they seek are not inadmissible, they may ask questions of a 

witness.”  

37. A similar complaint about jurors being allowed unbridled liberty to question witnesses was 

made in Rashid Dean v Regina SCCrApp. No. 43 of 2014. The Court (Isaacs, Crane-Scott 

and Jones) said at paragraph 19: 
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“19. I do not understand Carey, JA to say that there is a total 

prohibition against jurors putting questions to a witness; nor do 

I consider that such questions must be asked by the judge. In my 

view, as the triers of the facts jurors must be clear in their minds 

what those facts are. Hence, they must be allowed to clear up 

any matters upon which they will be called upon to deliberate. 

The only qualification is that the questions must be relevant and 

admissible. The further condition for such questioning is that 

the proposed questions must be screened by the trial judge to 

ensure compliance with the qualification I just mentioned.” 

38. At paragraph 20 we suggested a procedure to be followed for questions to be asked by the 

jury: 

“20. The procedure which may be adopted is for the written 

questions to be scrutinized by the judge who then allows them 

to be viewed by Counsel for both sides and invites either side to 

make such objections to any of the questions they deem 

objectionable. The judge then reads the questions he has 

determined to be proper for the witness to answer.”  

39. During the trial it was the Judge who put to the witnesses certain of the questions framed 

by the jurors. Thus, she acted as a sieve to prevent objectionable questions being put to the 

witnesses; and by so doing observed the advice tendered by John, JA in Bethel v R 

SCCrApp. No. 19 of 2013: 

“While the Jurors can ask questions through the Foreman for 

clarification and such questions are directed to the Trial Judge 

such questions must be restricted to clearing up issues.” 

40. I do not find that the jury was allowed by the Judge to act as advocates in the trial; and they 

did not overstep their area of responsibility as judges of the facts. Thus, I find no merit in 

this ground of appeal. 

Ground 3 - The Learned Trial Judge erred in law when she directed the Jury on the law 

relating to Manslaughter thereby depriving the Appellant of a total acquittal 

41. Mr. Ducille submitted that the Judge erred when she left the issue of provocation for the 

jury to consider during their deliberations because that issue did not arise on the 

Prosecution’s case; and by so doing, she deprived the appellant of an outright acquittal.  

 

42. The respondent submitted that the Judge had a duty to leave all possible verdicts for the 

jury’s consideration; and she did so when she directed the jury not only on manslaughter 

by provocation but also self defence: See p. 381, et seq. 
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43. In the Privy Council case of Von Starck v R [2000] 4 LRC 232, a matter arising out of 

Jamaica, Lord Clyde said at page 235: 

“The function and responsibility of the judge is greater and 

more onerous than the function and the responsibility of the 

counsel appearing for the prosecution and for the defence in a 

criminal trial. In particular, counsel for a defendant may choose 

to present his case to the jury in the way which he considers best 

serves the interest of his client. The judge is required to put to 

the jury for their consideration, in a fair and balanced manner, 

the respective contentions which have been presented. But his 

responsibility does not end there. It is his responsibility not only 

to see that the trial is conducted with all due regard to the 

principle of fairness, but to place before the jury all the possible 

conclusions which may be open to them on the evidence which 

has been presented in the trial, whether or not they have all been 

canvassed by either of the parties in their submissions. It is the 

duty of the judge to secure that the overall interests of justice 

are served in the resolution of the matter and that the jury is 

enabled to reach a sound conclusion on the facts in light of a 

complete understanding of the law applicable to them. If the 

evidence is wholly incredible, or so tenuous or uncertain that no 

reasonable jury could reasonably accept it, then of course the 

judge is entitled to put it aside. The threshold of credibility in 

this context is, as was recognised in Xavier v State (17 December 

1998, Crim App 59/1997, unreported), a low one and, as was also 

recognised in that case, it would only cause unnecessary 

confusion to leave to the jury a possibility which can be seen 

beyond reasonable doubt to be without substance.” (Emphasis 

added) 

44. The evidence of the witness, Arlington Sherman, was to the effect that David had hit the 

appellant in his head with a bottle of whiskey thereby injuring the appellant. The 

appellant’s ROI suggested that the appellant followed David to the Taylor residence and 

confronted him while armed with a knife; and inflicted a number of stab wounds about 

David’s body; one of which, according to the pathologist, severed two blood vessels that 

allowed blood to slowly escape and David bled to death. Under those circumstances, the 

Judge determined that the offence of manslaughter by provocation was a verdict the jury 

the jury could reach instead of murder.  

 

45. I am satisfied that given the surrounding circumstances of this case, the Judge did not err 

when she left manslaughter by provocation for the jury’s consideration. I am further 

satisfied that she did not rob the appellant of the opportunity to receive an outright acquittal. 

Thus, this ground is without merit. 
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Ground 4 – The Learned Trial Judge erred in law when she failed to adequately direct the 

Jury on the law relating to circumstantial evidence 

46. Mr. Ducille submitted that the Judge’s directions pertaining to circumstantial evidence 

were inadequate because she failed to warn them that before arriving at a verdict of guilty 

of murder or manslaughter, as a result of circumstantial evidence, they should be sure that 

there were no co-existing circumstances which would weaken or destroy the inference to 

be drawn by them. He cited the case of R v Samad (1970) 15 WIR 35. 

 

47. In her brief remarks about circumstantial evidence found at pages 390-1 of the transcript, 

the Judge said: 

“There is also in certain cases, circumstantial evidence, and 

circumstantial evidence would be where no one had seen the 

accused man and (sic) stabbed the deceased and also that there 

was no other evidence as to how the deceased met his death. In 

this case you have some evidence as to how he met his death if 

you accept it, contained in the record of interview and also the 

tape recording of how this is alleged to have happened. 

Some of the circumstances that they also rely on though, would 

be the evidence what happened before and that evidence comes 

from Arlington Sherman and also from Pamela Taylor who tells 

you that David Hanna was at her residence and at their 

establishment at the time when this was alleged to have 

happened and also described the demeanor of Marvin 

Edgecombe when he came there and how he appeared and the 

fact that David Hanna if, you accept her account, was there 

innocently asking for a sandwich when Marvin Edgecombe 

came there and was asking she says in a certain manner for this 

deceased man and asking for him to come outside and she 

described to you what occurred on the date in question.” 

48. I did describe the Judge’s remarks as “brief”; but in the case of Samad (Supra) – relied 

upon by Mr. Ducille – the convicts had given statements in relation to their purported 

participation in the murder of an old woman and injuries inflicted on her husband; but the 

statements contained admissions which could possibly lead to an inference that each had 

disassociated himself from the enterprise at some point in the proceedings.  They alleged 

that the trial judge’s directions to the jury on circumstantial evidence was woefully 

inadequate. The Guyanese Court of Appeal agreed. At page 41 of the judgment, Luckhoo, 

C said: 

“The whole of the case against Samad and Ralph would turn on 

the view taken of all the circumstantial evidence in the case. And 

this in itself called for certain directions in law. There was a 
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responsibility to direct them to weigh each circumstance, 

consider what they believed and what they did not find to be 

established. The very vital matter would be, whether all the 

circumstances established led them into such certainty as would 

make them feel sure that the appellants or either of them were 

or was so implicated as would make them or him guilty in law. 

It was required to bring home to them that the cohesion of any 

such circumstance in the evidence and the rest of the chain of 

circumstances of which it forms a part, is fundamental, and 

requires logical accuracy in deducing inferences from the chain 

of facts; hence the necessity for a thorough examination of the 

evidence to say whether they were prepared to infer that Samad 

and Ralph were indeed privy to a burglary with violence. 

Further, the jury should have been warned that before drawing 

the guilt of the accused from circumstantial evidence that they 

should be sure that there were no co-existing circumstances 

which would weaken or destroy their inference (per Lord 

Normand in Teper v. R. (6)). Apart from the question: 

“Did Samad and Ralph participate in a common design to kill 

or to cause grievous bodily harm?" 

It was also pertinent to ask: 

“If there was no common design to kill or to cause grievous 

bodily harm as such did they share a common design with others 

to commit the felony of burglary with violence in the home of 

Badloo and Mangri, so that the violence used on these 

individuals, or either of them was in pursuance of this common 

design?  

If there was no common design to commit this burglary with 

violence, were they present at the moment when violence was 

used and did they assent or manifest their assent by assisting in 

the offence?" 

Unlike the facts in the case of R. v. Lovesay and Peterson (7), in 

this case there was evidence coming from the respective 

appellants through their statements showing what role each 

played in a certain setting of circumstances. In that case there 

was no evidence of what roles the parties played in the crime, 

and the circumstantial evidence only went to show presence, 

without showing how violence came to be used. However, the 

jury must still have proper directions in law and essential 

guidance, in construing each of the statements as concerns the 
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matter, and the other proven circumstances of the case before 

reliance can be placed on the verdict.  

In this case they were not made aware of so many matters, some 

pointing one way and others the other way. And so also there 

was an omission to give necessary directions on circumstantial 

evidence.” 

49. Luckhoo, C did say earlier in his judgment at pages 37-8 that: 

“One of the functions of an appellate court is to ensure not only 

that what is stated by the learned trial judge has been fairly 

stated, but that what it was necessary and fair to state was not 

omitted, lest the result of the jury's verdict might be affected 

thereby. In a complicated case it is incumbent on the judge to 

assist the jury by dealing with the salient features of the 

evidence, whilst in a short case, and one in which the issues of 

guilt or innocence can be simple and clearly stated it is not 

necessarily a fatal defect on a summing-up that the evidence has 

not been discussed. (See R. v. Attfield (2).)”  

50. While it is true that no one saw the appellant inflict the injuries later observed on David, 

there was the evidence of Mrs. Taylor who said David identified the appellant as the person 

who “jooked” him; and the evidence of Sergeant Burrows who testified that the appellant 

came onto the Taylors’ premises at the time David told Sergeant Burrows what the 

appellant had done to him and the appellant said, “yes, I do that, but this what he do to me”. 

 

51. Additionally, there was the interview Inspector Akeem Wilson (Sergeant in 2017) 

conducted with the appellant that was taken down in writing in a question and answer form 

record of interview (“ROI”) and videotaped in which the following appeared: 

“Question 6. I have information that after David assaulted you 

across your head with the bottle he left in his vehicle to Grill and 

Chill in Mason Bay and you followed him in your vehicle which 

is a beige Nissan Cube. What do you have to say about this? 

Answer 6. Yes I did went behind him and I met him by Reno 

place Grill and Chill. There I met Reno tell him come outside 

his house cause he didn't want no problems there. I met Reno 

who told me to come out the yard. So I went in the government 

road right there and waited till David came outta Reno house. 

There is when I had a knife and we started scuffling and while 

scuffling I stabbed him a few times.”  

52. Notwithstanding the terse directions by the Judge on the issue of circumstantial evidence I 

am satisfied that the issue in this case was straightforward, to wit, murder or manslaughter. 
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Thus, as Luchkoo, C recognized in Samad (Supra), there may be a case in “which the 

issues of guilt or innocence can be simple and clearly stated it is not necessarily a fatal 

defect on a summing-up that the evidence has not been discussed.” This was a simple 

case. In any event, the Judge did go through the evidence of the various witnesses and left 

it to the jury to decide whose evidence they would accept or not accept. 

 

53. In the premises, I can find no merit in this ground.  

Ground 5 – The Learned Trial Judge erred in law when she failed to adequately direct the 

Jury on how to treat inconsistencies/discrepancies in the evidence given by the witnesses. 

54. It was Mr. Ducille’s contention that the Judge did not adequately direct the jury on how 

they ought to treat inconsistencies or discrepancies they may find to be present in a 

particular witness’ evidence. I understand this ground to mean either internal 

inconsistencies, that is to say, evidence given in court which may be different to what the 

witness may have said out of court; or externally, that is to say, a witness’ evidence on a 

matter or matters which may be different from another witness’ evidence touching on the 

same matter or matters. 

 

55. Mr. Ducille’s written submissions contains the statement that “where a witness makes a 

conflicting statement on oath, unless he gives a satisfactory explanation of the contradiction 

the Learned Trial Judge should tell the Jury that it is their duty to completely discard the 

evidence of the witness and certainly to disregard it. He said that the Judge failed to do 

this; and relied on the cases of Mills and Gomes v R (1963) 6 WIR 418 and R v 

Wilbourne Walters (1971) 17 WIR 90. 

 

56. The headnote in Mills provides a succinct overview of the case; and I reproduce it: 

“The appellants and LT were indicted for the murder of EV on 

20 August 1961. The jury convicted the appellants but were 

unable to agree a verdict in respect of LT The evidence 

purporting to identify the three accused as EV's assailants was 

principally that of the witness EA to the extent that, although 

there was some supporting evidence, no case could be against 

the accused without EA's evidence. At the trial EV testified that 

he saw and recognized the accused inflicting injuries on EV in a 

yard on the night of 20 August 1961. His evidence at the 

preliminary inquiry, however, was he did not recognize any of 

the assailants. When challenged on this contradiction he first 

said that he could not remember saying what he did at the 

inquiry, but he would not doubt it as he "could have made a 

mistake". When pressed further he said that if he had so stated 

it would be a lie and agreed that his evidence at the trial was just 

the opposite of what he had stated at the inquiry. The trial judge 
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properly directed the Jury that it was their duty to disregard the 

evidence of a witness who made two diametrically opposed 

statements on oath unless a satisfactory explanation therefor 

was given, but went on himself to suggest explanations for the 

contradiction which were not justified. Further, he so sought to 

rehabilitate EA that, in effect, he eroded his initial direction. 

Held: the extent to which EA was accepted by the jury as a 

credible witness was in a large measure, if not wholly, due to the 

persuasion by the judge and in the circumstances he went far 

beyond his proper function. R v Blackley ((1963), CCA, 18th 

March, reported as an Appendix to this case, p 423, post), 

applied.” 

57. The circumstances in Wilbourne are a far cry from those in the present appeal. Nowhere 

in the record does it appear that the Judge attempted to rehabilitate a witness. 

 

58. Furthermore, at pages 376 through 381 of the transcript the Judge told the jury, inter alia: 

“In relation to discrepancies and inconsistencies. Now, you 

would have heard quite a bit in this courtroom about 

discrepancies and inconsistencies in the prosecution witnesses. 

Mr. Ducille spoke about it at length to you and I will commend 

his speech to you, Mr. Foreman, and, Ladies and Gentlemen 

of the Jury. I will also tell you that it is not uncommon in 

criminal trials when you have a number of witnesses, 

particularly those who claim to be involved or some version of 

eye witnesses. In this case, we would not have an eye witness 

to the actual stabbing, if you accept that there was a stabbing 

in this case, but what we had would have been witnesses who 

would have given evidence as to what allegedly transpired 

immediately prior thereto. It is your duty to resolve 

discrepancies and when you do so you will bear in mind all of 

the circumstances of the case. Consider the age and the 

intelligence of the witnesses who had given evidence, the length 

of time between when the incident is alleged to have occurred 

and the trial itself. This incident was alleged to have occurred 

on the 3rd of July, 2017, approximately some four years ago. 

You will also bear in mind the frailties of human nature, you 

will bear in mind memory loss because of the sheer passage of 

time that it takes to bring matters on for criminal trials in this 

jurisdiction of The Bahamas, as I said this has taken four years 

to come to trial. You will bear in mind the capacity of an 

individual to lie or to speak the truth; the capacity to imagine 
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to make up factors and to embellish accounts after the passage 

of time. Arlington Sherman gave evidence and he was the 

person who allegedly witnessed how this incident began and 

you would ask yourself whether or not he was telling the truth 

or whether he was telling you a lie. Counsel for the defense 

questioned the difference in his statement when he said they 

were already in the bar when Marvin turned up. The witness 

maintained that he had no reason to lie to you, it is for you to 

consider whether Arlington Sherman was lying or that he state 

what he did because he did in fact forget some of the details of 

the original statement that he had given to the police. What 

you make of it, Mr. Foreman, and, Ladies and Gentlemen of 

the Jury, is a matter for you. Mr. Ducille addressed you on this 

alleged inconsistency also in relation to the accused man and 

when it was that he went to the doctor in terms of his questions 

of the investigating officer. You will also bear in mind that it 

is rear for two or three persons who all saw the same event to 

recall it in exactly identical terms, each one of us have different 

powers of recollection and observation depending on our age, 

intellect and background and our calling in life. So, for 

example, you may find that the detective who is trained to 

make observations may have a better recollection than a 

simple passerby who just happened to come upon this event 

and is trying to recollect it. You will remember that in Mr. 

Sherman's case he was actually on vacation and he told you 

that he enjoyed visiting Acklins and he was trying to engage in 

purchasing some fish from David Hanna when all of these 

events happened, so he's not a trained police officer. So you 

will bear in mind whether or not you saw any discrepancies in 

his evidence came because he was trying to lie to you or 

because of the sheer passage of time and the fact that he may 

have been daunted by being in the witness box, what you make 

of it is a matter for you, Mr. Foreman, and, ladies and 

gentlemen of the jury. But I ask you to take all of these factors 

into account when you look at discrepancies and the 

inconsistencies between the witnesses and in your attempt to 

resolve them. In relation to the descriptions given by Arlington 

Sherman and Pamela Taylor you would be concerned about 

whether there is any discrepancies between their evidence. 

You saw the demeanor of the witnesses and I have already told 

you demeanor means their body language when they gave that 

evidence. In Pamela Taylor's case she gave her evidence 

virtually, you remember, on the screen from Acklins. As Mr. 
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Sherman's case he came in court and gave evidence in the 

witness box. Their evidence is exactly the same because she 

would have been sworn in before she gave her evidence and so 

it has the same affect as if she was in this courtroom physically 

before you. When you look at discrepancies, how you deal with 

it, you look to see whether it was trivial or whether a 

reasonable explanation is given for the discrepancy. If you find 

that there was a reasonable explanation for the discrepancy 

that was given, or that the discrepancy itself was trivial, then 

you may choose to ignore it. On the other hand, if it is an 

important discrepancy then you may well find that you cannot 

believe anything else that that witness would have said to you 

and so those are factors that you would take into 

consideration. In his address to you, Mr. Ducille would have 

also pointed out the discrepancies as he referred to them in the 

evidence of Inspector Wilson and he would have asked 

Inspector Wilson -- and I will go back over it when I am 

dealing with Inspector Wilson's evidence -- why was it that you 

took the accused man to the hospital. You remember Mr. 

Ducille would have highlighted those factors in his address to 

you and he put it to him that in fact the accused man's head 

was already bandaged when he would have seen the accused 

man and the inspector would have denied that. He says that he 

saw him on the 5th and at that point his head was not 

bandaged and that he maintained that he took him to the 

hospital in order for the doctor to treat his wound. You would 

have heard the evidence of the inspector, you would have seen 

him when he was standing up to the cross-examination of Mr. 

Ducille and you will decide whether or not he was telling you 

the truth in that regard and also whether or not there was a 

discrepancy between his evidence and that of Dr. Rivers who 

had indicated to you when he saw the accused man and when 

he would have dressed his wound. As I said, I would go back 

over that evidence when I come to it, but those are examples 

of discrepancies in the evidence. Those are some of the things 

brought to your attention by Mr. Ducille and you would bear 

that in mind as whether or not they were major discrepancies; 

whether or not they went to the root of the evidence or not; or 

whether they were trivial and they may be explained by the 

sheer passage of time or the fact that no two witnesses tell the 

same story and therefore could be explained. So you will 

decide, Mr. Foreman, and, Ladies and Gentlemen of the Jury: 

Were they major? If they were major and you feel that it was 
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a deliberate attempt to mislead you and no reasonable 

explanation provided then that would be something for you to 

consider. One of things Mr. Ducille submitted and suggested 

to you was that had the accused man appeared with the 

bandage on his head then that would have been something that 

you would have been able to see on the video and he would 

have suggested that the inspector was deliberately seeking to 

conceal that which is why he said that he took him to the 

hospital to be treated at that time that he was treated, by 

hospital I am referring to the clinic on Acklins and so you 

would have seen the witness stand up or not to those questions 

that were being put to him and those are matters for you to 

consider. As I said to you, the witness maintained that he saw 

the accused man on the 5th, that he took him the hospital 

because he had injuries that needed to be treated and that that 

was his explanation for it. I commend the speeches of both 

counsel to you in this regard and I commend any references to 

discrepancies that I may have omitted to mention that Mr. 

Ducille highlighted for you. I also commend those to you at this 

time for your consideration applying the directions that I've 

given to you in terms of considering whether or not they were 

trivial or whether or not they were major. If they were trivial 

it is something that can be ignored. If they were major they go 

to the very root of your consideration about whether a witness 

is telling you the truth or not, the watch word if you find it to 

be major is to be cautious.” 

 

59. The Judge returned to the issue of discrepancies at pages 388-9 of the transcript when she 

addressed Mr. Ducille’s reference to the seeming difference in the medical evidence of Drs. 

Rivers and Sands; and again at pages 390-1 of the transcript.  

 

60. Although the Judge did not specifically direct the jury to disregard contradictory evidence 

of a witness who did not proffer a reasonable explanation for the difference, the general 

tenor of her directions on discrepancies and inconsistencies would have made it plain to 

them that they could only rely on the evidence of witnesses they found to be truthful, 

accurate and reliable. Thus, I am satisfied that this ground is without merit.  

Ground 6 – The Learned Trial Judge erred in law when she failed to put the case adequately 

and fairly for the Appellant 

61. Although this ground is framed in a manner that suggests that the Judge failed to put the 

appellant’s case fairly to the jury, Mr. Ducille’s written submissions merely alleged that 

the Judge constantly made reference to the Crown’s case. While it is true that the Judge’s 
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directions were largely on the Crown’s case it must be remembered that: 1) it is the 

Prosecution who must prove its case against the appellant and to that end had called some 

ten witnesses to discharge that burden; and 2) the appellant did not testify or call any 

witnesses on his behalf.  

 

62. Nevertheless, in Shazam Ibrahim and Surendranauth Chattergoon (1999) 58 WIR 258, 

at pages 263 to 264, which affirmed the ruling from the case of Samaroo and Ezaz v R 

[1953] LRBG 149, Bell, CJ stated:  

“Now it is clearly settled law that it is of paramount importance 

that the summing-up must fairly put the case for defence, 

whatever it may be. No matter how trivial or stupid or unlikely 

the defence may be, it is of paramount importance that the judge 

in his summing-up must fairly put the defence to the jury.” 

63. Shazam Ibrahim restated the principle derived from R v Spencer [1987] 1 AC 128 at 

page 142 that: “the overriding rule is that he must put the defence fairly and 

adequately”. 

 

64. As mentioned above, the appellant did not take the witness stand during the trial. It is small 

wonder then that the bulk of the Judge’s directions to the jury centered on the Crown’s 

case. However, she did not totally disregard the case for the appellant. She highlighted Mr. 

Ducille’s cross-examination of the Crown’s witnesses and the apparent discrepancies 

which emerged from that exercise. Moreover, she made several references to Mr. Ducille’s 

closing address to the jury: See pages 379-380, 387-8 and 411 through 414 of the transcript. 

 

65. This case is markedly different to that of R v Windell Green (1975) 23 WIR 353 where 

the applicant had given evidence at his trial and on appeal Graham-Perkins, JA observed 

that: 

“The truth is that an examination of the summing-up reveals 

that the judge sought to analyse and examine the evidence of 

each witness for the prosecution in favour of every point 

advanced by the prosecution and against any advanced by the 

defence.”  

66. I hold the view that the Judge did sum up the appellant’s case to the jury adequately and, 

more importantly, fairly. There is no merit in this ground. 

Ground 7 – The Learned Judge failed to highlight to the Jury the condition of the deceased 

when he left the clinic 

67. Mr. Ducille’s submission on this ground focused on the evidence of Dr. Rivers who spoke 

to his treatment and observations of David while he treated him (David) at the clinic on 3 

June 2017. Dr. Rivers described the injuries to David he saw and treated as lacerations that 
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were not likely to terminate fatally. The doctor said that David was able to walk and was 

talking quite cognitively.  

 

68. I make mention of section 306(4) of the Penal Code by the by: 

“306. The general provisions of Book I. of this Code with respect 

to causing an event are, in their application with respect to the 

causing of death by harm, subject to the following explanations 

and modifications, namely — 

(4) death shall be held to have been caused by harm if the death 

is caused by the medical or surgical treatment of the harm, 

unless such treatment itself amounts to murder or 

manslaughter;” 

69. To my mind, it does not matter how hale and hearty David looked when he departed from 

the clinic. The evidence of Dr. Sands was to the effect that David’s injured caused a slow 

seepage of blood which eventually resulted in his death: “So he would loose (sic) blood 

slowly and then he will loose (sic) consciousness, and then he dies. So it's over the source 

(sic) of hours”. Once the jury accepted Dr. Sands’ evidence – as they were entitled to do – 

they could find that David died as a result of the stab wounds inflicted upon him by the 

appellant. 

Ground 8 – The Learned Trial Judge erred in law when she over emphasized the pathologist 

findings to the Jury 

70. Mr. Ducille described the Judge’s treatment of the pathologist’s evidence as “over 

emphasized”. I have read the Judge’s directions to the jury on Dr. Sands’ evidence and I 

am satisfied that given the issues raised by Mr. Ducille questioning the doctor’s findings 

and conclusion as to the cause of death; and his effort to rely on Dr. Rivers’ treatment of 

David and the doctor’s opinion that the injuries were unlikely to terminate fatally, the judge 

struck the right balance while discussing both doctors’ evidence. It was important for the 

jury to appreciate Dr. Sands’ methodology and how she arrived at her conclusion as to 

David’s cause of death so that the jury could determine whether or not the injuries inflicted 

on David by the appellant resulted in David’s death.  

 

71. Furthermore, it was Mr. Ducille who attempted to suggest that David’s death may have 

been due to, for example, his enlarged heart or fatty liver or drinking of alcohol. See pages 

403-4 of the transcript. 

 

72. It was incumbent on the Judge to give a fulsome direction to the jury on the pathologist’s 

evidence. In the premises, it cannot be said that the Judge “over emphasized” the 

pathologist’s evidence. This ground fails. 

Ground 9 – The verdict is unreasonable and cannot be supported having regard to the 

evidence 
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73. We have had regard to the dictum of Dawson, J in the Australian case of Whitehorn v R 

[1985] LRC (Crim) 249 at 273: 

“To describe a verdict which ought to be set aside because it is 

unreasonable or cannot be supported having regard to the 

evidence as being an unsafe, unjust or dangerous verdict is, no 

doubt, to emphasize that the power of a court of criminal appeal 

to substitute another view of what the evidence will support for 

that of the jury is not to be exercised lightly. As was said by the 

Court in Raspor v The Queen, above, at p.352, “Verdicts of 

course ought not to be, and are not in practice, set aside except 

upon very substantial grounds.”  

74. He continued at pages 274-5:  

“A court of criminal appeal should conclude that a verdict is 

unreasonable or cannot be supported having regard to the 

evidence if, on the evidence, it considers it to be unsafe or 

unsatisfactory. The verdict will be unsafe or unsatisfactory if the 

court of appeal concludes that the jury, acting reasonably, must 

have entertained a sufficient doubt to have entitled the accused 

to an acquittal.”  

75. We have reviewed the evidence with great care, and are of the opinion that in view of all 

the circumstances of the case, it would be safe to allow this conviction to stand. This ground 

fails. 

Ground 10 – The verdict is unsafe and unsatisfactory having regard to the circumstances of 

the case 

76. In R v Smith [1974] 1 All ER 376, Scarman, LJ made the following observation:  

“In R v Cooper [1969] 1 All ER 32 at 34, [1969] 1 QB 267 at 271 

Widgery LJ, delivering the judgment of the court, described this 

question as a 'subjective question'. Is there, as he put it, a 

lurking doubt to make us wonder whether an injustice has been 

done? In answering the question we are to have regard not only 

to the evidence but to the general feel of the case.”  

77. After an anxious consideration of the material put before us, including not only the 

transcript of the trial and the summing-up, but also the submissions put to the court on 

behalf of the appellant, we think that the verdict was safe and satisfactory. We have no 

lurking doubt as to whether an injustice has been done in this case. This ground fails. 

Ground 11 – The sentence is manifestly harsh and excessive 

78. Mr. Ducille sought to convince us that the sentence of twenty years’ imprisonment for 

manslaughter was harsh and excessive by referring to cases where lower sentences had 
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been imposed on defendants, for example, Don Brennen v The Director of Public 

Prosecutions SCCrApp No. 94 of 2019 SCCrApp. No. 85 of 2019, where the convict 

received nine years less the time spent on remand; Andrew Knowles v Regina SCCrApp. 

No. 73 of 2015, where the convict received ten years; and The Attorney General v Claude 

Lawson Gray SCCrApp. No. 115 of 2018, where the convict received seven years. 

 

79. In the conjoint appeal of Brennen (Supra), Barnett, JA set out a number of cases as 

examples of sentences imposed by courts in The Bahamas for manslaughter: 

“55. In Claude Lawson Gray, where the Crown appealed against 

a sentence of seven years imprisonment for manslaughter, this 

Court set out a number of cases where courts have imposed 

sentences for manslaughter which were in the range of nine 

years, more or less. I do not propose to repeat them in this 

judgment. The Court in that case found that the seven-year 

sentence was not unduly lenient so as to warrant being set aside 

by this Court on an appeal, considering case law in The 

Bahamas and the Commonwealth region.  

56. I do note, however, that in R v Smith [1991] BHS J. No. 71, 

this Court imposed a sentence of 8 years for manslaughter. In 

that case the appellant lived with the deceased and her two 

children. Their relationship was a turbulent one with a history 

of physical abuse by the appellant. After a fuss between the 

parties, the appellant administered a beating with either a stick 

or a piece of baseball bat to the deceased. The deceased was 

taken to the hospital where she died the next day. The appellant 

was convicted of murder and on appeal this Court reduced the 

conviction to manslaughter and imposed a term of 

imprisonment of 8 years. 

58. In Miller v R [2015] 1 BHS J 16, the complainant, visited the 

home of his female friend. While the complainant was waiting 

outside his friend’s home the appellant, arrived at the residence 

and there was a verbal exchange between both men. As a result 

of the exchange the appellant drew a firearm and shot at the 

complainant who was hit in the stomach. After being shot the 

complainant attempted to run away and while running he was 

hit twice more: once in his left buttocks and once in his left foot 

and ankle. The victims could have died from the gunshot 

wounds. He was sentenced to six years for attempted murder.” 

80. Ms. Darnell Dorsette made reference to the Judge’s sentencing remarks beginning at page 

485 of the transcript; and to cases where the sentences imposed on the convicts were 

consistent with other cases of manslaughter: Raphael Neymour v The Attorney General 
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SCCrApp No. 172 of 2010 (25 yrs); Valentino Dorsette v Regina SCCrApp. No. 224 of 

2016 (25 yrs); Emmanuel Rolle v The Director of Public Prosecutions SCCrApp. No. 

195 of 2018 (27 yrs); Ashley Hield v Regina SCCrApp. No. 172 of 2019 (20 yrs); and 

Lorenzo Pritchard v Regina  SCCrApp. No. 130 of 2020 (20 yrs). 

 

81. At the sentencing stage of the trial, the Judge heard from Mrs. Andrea Saunders, an officer 

in the Department of Rehabilitative Welfare Services, who had prepared a probation report 

on the appellant. Submissions on an appropriate sentence were also made by Mr. Ducille 

and Ms. Cephia Pinder-Moss. Mr. Ducille stressed leniency and put before the Judge a 

range of sentences the Judge could consider imposing. Mr. Pinder-Moss stressed the need 

for the Judge to send a strong message that the behavior exhibited by the appellant will not 

be tolerated; to be a deterrent to others. She also relied on the case of The Attorney 

General v Larry Raymond Jones SCCrApp. Nos. 12, 18 and 19 of 2017 as providing 

sentencing guidelines for manslaughter. Mrs. Pinder-Moss proposed a sentence in the range 

of twenty-three to thirty years. 

 

82. When sentencing the appellant the Judge said, inter alia, at page 495 of the transcript: 

“I decided to impose a lengthy sentence upon you for following 

reasons. The killing was intentional. There was no bad history 

between you and David Hanna. You admitted to the 

investigating officers that you and David Hanna used to once be 

friend (sic). The deceased man was seeking to defend himself 

according to the pathologist and even had defensive wounds on 

his forearms as he was stabbed. I do find some mitigation in the 

circumstances of the case where the deceased hit you over the 

head with a bottle, notwithstanding that you had been speaking 

loudly, harshly and disrespectfully to the deceased immediately 

before he did so. You provoked and disturbed and slapped him. 

And it appears under the circumstances that he (sic) actions of 

the deceased was a reaction as opposed to an action, 

notwithstanding that the action was deemed to be provocation. 

You have five previous convictions, which I did take into 

consideration.” 

83. The reference to “intentional” in the above passage appears to be an error; and should read, 

“unintentional”, given the verdict of manslaughter. The judge continued at pages 503-4: 

“Applying all of the above principles that I have read to you this 

afternoon to the facts of this case, I decided that it is necessary 

to give a sentence designed to send a strong message to the 

society at large that this type of reprehensible behavior is 

unacceptable. And whilst I'm sensitive to your personal 
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circumstance, in my view, this is a straight manslaughter 

conviction on the facts which requires a grave penalty.  

Mr. Marvin Edgecombe, you are hereby sentenced to a term of 

imprisonment of 25 years. I do consider you capable of some 

reform and rehabilitation and I take it into consideration in 

sentencing that there were some mitigating factors in your 

favour. I have also taken into consideration that you have no 

pending matters and that your previous convictions were for 

non-violent offences, and the time that you spent on remand 

prior to being granted bail, which 73 weeks in total. And this 

caused me to reduce your sentence by 5 years”  

84. It appears that by “reducing” the appellant’s sentence by five years, the Judge had 

effectively sentenced the appellant to twenty-five years’ imprisonment but took the time 

he had spent on remand into consideration. I note that the Judge made reference to this 

Court’s decision in Larry Raymond Jones (Supra) where a range of eighteen years to 

thirty-five years’ imprisonment was discussed as an appropriate range in manslaughter 

cases. Sawyer, P stated at paragraph 15: 

“15. On the other hand it must be noted that over the past 7 

years this Court has set guidelines in respect of persons 

convicted of manslaughter. Sentences passed or upheld by this 

court during that period range from 18 years to 35 years 

imprisonment, bearing in mind the character of the convicted 

person, the circumstances in which the offences was committed 

and whether convicted person showed any remorse (e.g. By 

pleading guilty at the earliest opportunity) to name some of the 

usual considerations to be taken into account by the sentencing 

judge.” 

85. However, the Court, differently constituted, has in subsequent decisions, thrown some 

doubt on the range suggested by Sawyer, P. for example, Claude Lawson Gray (Supra) 

at paragraphs 20 et seq; Ashley Hield v Regina SCCrApp. No. 172 of 2019 at paragraphs 

70 and 83; and Lorenzo Pritchard v Regina SCCrApp. No. 130 of 2020 at paragraph 28. 

 

86. I am mindful that when asked to interfere with a sentence imposed by a trial judge that 

sentencing is “not a science of mathematical application of any set formula”: Dookee v 

DPP [2010] SCJ 71. I am mindful also of the dicta of Conteh, JA 

“25. As an Appellate Court, however, we do not, and should not, 

readily interfere with a sentence passed by a lower court which 

was seized with all the facts and circumstances of the case, unless 

the sentence was manifestly harsh, excessive or wrong in 

principle." [Emphasis added]” 
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87. In Emmanuel Rolle v Director of Public Prosecutions SCCrApp. No. 195 of 2018, the 

Court dismissed the appeal of the appellant against a sentence of thirty years that had been 

imposed on him on a verdict by a jury of manslaughter. His remand time was taken into 

consideration and his sentence was reduced to twenty-seven years' imprisonment. In 

dismissing this ground of appeal Jones, JA said at paragraph 34:  

“34. This Court has a discretion whether to interfere with the 

sentence imposed by the trial judge. However, prior to doing so 

we must be satisfied that the sentence is unduly harsh or 

excessive. In this case, it cannot be said that the sentence given 

by the trial judge in the court below was unduly severe with the 

result that this ground fails.” 

88. In R v Ball 35 Cr. App. Rep 154, Hilbert, J noted at page 165: 

“..In the first place, this Court does not alter a sentence which is 

the subject of an appeal merely because the members of the 

Court might have passed a different sentence.” 

89. Still, there are occasions where principle may be overstrained to produce a seemingly harsh 

sentence. In Jeremy Kemp v Regina SCCivApp No. 201 of 2012, the appellant had been 

sentenced to nineteen years for attempted armed robbery. On appeal the Court, differently 

constituted, found that the sentence was unduly severe. John, JA opined at paragraph 29: 

“29. ...There is, however, a distinction between applying 

principles and over-straining them. A sentence recognizing the 

preventative principle is punitive. It also acts a deterrent to 

others. Such a sentence however must be balanced against the 

age of the offender and in this case his mental condition. It is 

true that he has a previous conviction for a firearm offence but 

nevertheless he should be given an opportunity to prove to 

society that his is capable of making something of himself. The 

sentence meted out to the appellant is too severe...” 

90. The case against the appellant suggested that he suffered an insult which caused him to arm 

himself and pursue the offending party, whom he attacked and stabbed multiple times. At 

his sentencing, the appellant expressed remorse for the loss of his friend’s life but as noted 

by the Judge that remorse did not extend to sparing David’s family from having to re-live 

the trauma of his death. The appellant presented a full throated defence in the face of 

overwhelming evidence that could well have produced a verdict of guilty of murder. 

 

91. Nevertheless, the appellant was found guilty of manslaughter by the jury and thus must be 

sentenced for that offence. I have found the Judge’s sentencing remarks fulsome and save 

for a brief reference to Larry Raymond Jones (Supra) is unexceptional in its clarity of 

reasoning. I am not minded to interfere with the sentence imposed by the Judge. I am 

satisfied that the sentence she imposed cannot be regarded as unduly harsh in the 
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circumstances of this case. The sentence does not fall outside of that generous ambit within 

which disagreement may arise as to the appropriate sentence for manslaughter. 

Disposition 

92. The appeal against conviction and sentence are dismissed. The conviction for manslaughter 

is affirmed and the sentence imposed by the Judge is affirmed: twenty years commencing 

on the date of the appellant’s conviction, 15 September 2021. 

 

___________________________________ 

                                        The Honourable Mr. Justice Isaacs, JA  
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The Honourable Madam Justice Crane-Scott, JA  

 

____________________________________ 

          The Honourable Sir Brian Moree, JA 

 


